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Tigo energy ts4

Order confirmation as soon as you place your order, you will receive the order confirmation e-mail. This means that we have received your order in our system and your credit card is pre-authorized for purchase. As soon as we get your order, we automatically reach out to our suppliers to confirm that it is in stock and available for
immediate shipment. If your item is backordered or unavailable, we will zero the pre-authorization and reach you via e-mail. If your item(s) is available for immediate shipment (within 5 business days), we will process the charges and submit orders for shipment. Order shipment If your order is stock and we process a fee on your credit
card, it will ship within five business days from the date of your order. We will send you to track information within 24 hours of your order, leaving the warehouse at the e-mail address you provided when you check out. If you do not receive tracking information from us within six business days of your order, feel free to follow up with us on
sales@solargearsupply.com. As of July 2016, TIGO Energy produces 5 different versions of TS4, TS4D, M, S, O and L. Each version has its own color and identity features, and the purpose of this article is to highlight all the ways you can identify TS4 hardware. TS4-D (Gray) - Diode - The most basic of covered TS4-M (Blue) - Monitoring
- For monitoring modules via TGO Smart App and online platform TS4-S (red) - Security - for fast-off TS4-O (yellow) - Customization - String optimization for TS4-L (Green) - Long string - for 30% long length wire. TS4-F (Orange) - Fire Safety - Product dedicated to rapid shutdown Only as you already know, every subsequent cover in the
list above carries all the features of the previous cover, so TS4-L has every feature Tigo Smart module cover is offered. Ways to identify TS4 types the easiest way to identify the TGO TS4 type at a glance is by their colors, as listed above. See also what is the difference between TS4-R and TS4-A? TS4-A (500W) TS4-R-UHD-Core or
not? UHD-core TS4s are rated for 475W, before TS4s are rated for 375W. You can visually determine if a cover is UHD-Core TS4 by checking the current rating. Non-UHD-core TS4s are rated for 10A. UHD-Core TS4s are rated at 12A. See below. Tigo® is a Silicon Valley company founded in 2007 by a team of experienced
technologists. Combining a unique system-level approach with expertise in semiconductors, power electronics and solar energy, the TIGO team developed first-generation smart module optimizer technology for the solar industry. Tigo's vision is to leverage integrated and retrofitted flex MLPE (module-level power electronics) and
communication technology to reduce the cost of solar power. By partnering with Tier 1 modules and inverter manufacturers in the industry, Tigo smarter TS4 modular platform is able to focus on and leverage its major innovation with Ecosystem. Tigo has operations in the US, Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe, Japan, China, Australia
and the Middle East. Our mission is to enhance the roi of the customer by providing smart PV technology, designed to generate maximum energy crop at minimal cost. Flex MLPE: Tigo has pioneered flex MLPE architecture within the MLPE market as the cornerstone of the effort of PV industries to convert every PV module into IoT
(Internet of Things). TS4 Platform: After years of research, development, testing and certification, TIGO brought the revolutionary TS4 platform to market. Known as smarter module MLPE, TS4 platform products fully support flex MLPE architecture. Tigo's modular TS4 platform can be selectively deployed with different functionalities per
module using predictive IV (PV) technology to maximize energy harvest at minimal cost. The TS4 platform comes in integrated solution and retrofit/add-on solution. TIGO provides solutions to customers, suppliers and financial communities that improve return on investment at each level and guarantee to reduce O&M costs over the
lifetime of any project. Now that most states in the country need module level rapid shutdown systems to meet the 2017 and 2020 National Electric Codes (NEC), homeowners, commercial building owners and PV industry professionals are looking for reliable ways to meet the requirement while providing optimal returns for their
customers. To accomplish this objective, Tigo recently released the latest addition to its family of module level power electronics (MLPE) solutions, a dual module rapid shutdown device called TS4-A-2F. 2F builds on Tigo's 13 years of experience with MLPE to deliver the most cost-effective rapid shutdown solution for roofING PV. In
short, 2F has the lowest installed cost per watt in business. The main features include: The Tigo product gives the customer the option of low cost to reduce any shading related issues and can increase the overall performance of the system. Our experience with Tigo has thus been exceptional, and your ability to change and manage our
needs as a company has been exemplary, allowing us to focus on customer needs rather than trying to make the product fit. Steve Wallace Project Solar UK Ltd. For all Tigo installation and safety manuals as well as product quick start guides, here is a link to the Tigo Guides and Manual section of our download page. PV Array Power
Range (kWp) n/a Rated Power (kW) 475WVoltage Range MMP N/a Max Current (A) 12AMax Voltage DC 90V Rated Voltage 600V/1000V/1500VMax Current (A) 12 A frequency (Hz) 50/60Hz number 1 MPPT maximum% consumption (W) day/night CEC WTD% 96.60% operating degree Celsius range -40°C to 75°C warranty (Yrs) 25Y
weight (lb). 595lbWebsite Back Optimizer The TS4 Universal Platform for Index enables plug-and-play functionality for any solar module. The base provides a single interface that can be matched with one of many A range of tasks and budgets are covered to address. Together they create a new generation of flexible module-level power
electronics (Flex MLPE): replaceable, upgradeable, and with a powerful PV 2.0 communication backend. TS4-X (Integrated Jbox): TS4-D (Diode), TS4-M (Monitoring), TS4-F (Fire Safety), TS4-S (Safety), TS4-O (Customization), and TS4-L (Long Strings). TS4-A-X (Advanced Retrofit/Add-on-Box): TS4-A-F (Fire Safety) and TS4-A-O
(Customization). TS4-A-M (Monitoring) and TS4-A-S (Security) are coming in H2'2019. TS4-A-O-Duo (Advanced Retrofit/Add-On for 2 Panels up to 700W): Optimization (TS4-A-O-Duo) UHD-Core TechnologyTigo's Ultra-High Definition (UHD) Core Technology Flex MLPAY TS 4 platform has a new design architecture and a new
assortment of components. As a result more energy recovery with efficiency optimization is up to 99.6%. These are the highest voltage and current compliance rates available in the solar market today. Together with Tigo's Cloud Connect Advanced (CCA), these UHD-core TS4 units offer features such as monitoring capabilities with
remote access to modules showing original manufacturing, site and production date. In addition, these products comply with NEC 2014 and 2017 requirements. Long Strings TS4-LLong strings are one of six functional covers paired with an integrated modular junction box base (TS4-L). Give benefits to fewer BOS components: long wire
means less combination, fuses and less cabling. Reduce labor costs for installation. Increase energy crop by extending inverter production hours. String length increased by 30% plus all the benefits of optimization, security and monitoring ooptimization TS4-OOptimization are one of six functional covers paired with an integrated modular
junction base (TS4-O), with an advanced retrofit/add-on base (TS4-A-O), or an advanced retrofit/add-on duo base (TS4-A-O-Duo). Design using uneven string length and mixed tilt. Install in shaded areas with low setback ratio. Optimize only where needed with selective deployment. Shadow and mismatch tolerance All benefit of Plus
Safety and Monitoring Greater Design Flexibility Security TS4-SSafety is one of six functional covers that pair with an integrated modular junction box base (TS4-S). H2'2019 will come with an advanced retrofit/add-on base (TS4-A-S). This UL-Certified Rapid Shutdown Solution nec 2017.NEC 2014 and 2017 690.12 Rapid Shutdown
compliant automatic or manual shutdown module-level D to comply with almost all modules and inverters Works with ActivisionPlus Fire Safety TS4-F All the benefits of monitoring fire safety is a special rapid shutdown solution that connects with an integrated modular junction box base (TS4-F) and an advanced retrofit/add-on base (TS4-
A-F). NEC 2014 &amp; 2017 690.12 Rapid Shutdown Companion or Manual Shutdown Module-Level Deactivation Monitoring TS4-Emoniting is one of six functional covers paired with an integrated modular junction box (TS4-M) and an advanced retrofit/add-on base (TS4-A-S) will arrive in H2'2019. Remotely detect and diagnose
performance issues. Warning notifications enable you to actively intervene quickly and maximize system uptime. PV-2.0 data synchronization diodes TS4-DDiodes are one of six functional covers paired with an integrated modular junction box base (TS4-D). Upgrade your PV module with smart features at any time by updating this TS4-D
cover with any of the above. A standard junction boxfield on a basic TS4 baseplatehete dissipation away from the module module and similar to the upgradeable standardization
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